VOLVO GENUINE VALUE

Volvo Genuine fuel filters are part of an integrated system of components that work together to maximize the performance of your Volvo Truck. Peak performance requires each part to perform together seamlessly. Volvo uses only the finest available filter media, adhesives and seals to give your truck superior filtration.

VOLVO GENUINE ADVANTAGE

The Volvo Filter paper
Volvo Genuine filters contain a specially produced, impregnated fiber glass/cellulose filter paper with high cleaning ability. Its capacity enables fewer filter changes and lower running costs.

Filter Casing
Made of strong sheet steel to provide protection from the outside and internal corrosion protection to eliminate every possible source of fuel contamination.

Clear identification
Each Volvo Genuine filter has a unique thread, eliminating the risk of installing the wrong filter. Every filter is always labeled with the filter type, part number and clear assembly instructions.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Flexible rubber seal. Seals perfectly, even during cold starts. Eliminate the risk of damage.
- Flexible adhesive joints. No leakage due to vibration and pressure-increased protection from unnecessary damage to the fuel system.
- Large paper area. High capacity with no risk of clogging when using the correct fuel between filter changes. No unnecessary stoppages.
- Uniform folding. Entire filter surface is used, avoiding unnecessary wear.

HOW TO BUY

Volvo Genuine Engine Oil products are available through your nearest Volvo Dealership.